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App Opening

Linc MCPTT app brings a new
level of push to talk performance
to users.
Once downloaded from the Apple
App Store, this icon can be found
in your apps tray.
This is the new Linc
MCPTT app icon
This is what the first
screen of the app looks
like (after setup) when
you open it
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App Tab Overview

There are tabs in the ribbon at the
bottom of the screen. The app
opens to the “Groups” tab shown in
the lower left. This tab allows you to
choose predefined groups to talk
with. The blue button on the screen
is the “Target Box, or Call Box” that
also works as the PTT button. It
shows the group or contact you will
communicate with if you make a
PTT call. The Target Box will
change color to indicate that a call
is active.

This is the “Contacts” tab,
used to talk with
individuals.

This is the “Favorites”
tab with the sub-tab
“Groups”, where all
your “starred” Groups
will appear.

This is the “Favorites”
tab with the sub-tab
“Contacts”, where all
your “starred” Contacts
will appear.

This is the “History” tab,
where recordings of
your MCPTT
conversations appear.
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Color/Icons indicators
Colors/Icons in
the LincPTT app
help you
understand what
groups or people
are available for
an MCPTT call.

Dark Blue in the Groups
tab means you are
actively following these
groups.

Dark Blue icon in the
Contacts tab means the
person is available for an
MCPTT call. An icon
without color means the
contact is not available for
a call.

This icon in the
Contacts tab means the
user is in Do Not
Disturb mode or busy.
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Contacts Subnav – PTT Call and Favorites
When you touch a Group or Contact, a sub navigation bar appears offering you the ability to Start or End a call and label the Group or Contact as a Favorite. These are
screens for the Contacts tab. All functions work the same way in the groups tab.

Touch a contact…

Touch the PTT Call icon
A sub nav bar opens. You
to begin a call or press
can start a call or label the
the PTT button on the
contact as a favorite.
side of your phone.

Your Target Box will
update with the contact
name. End the call by
touching the End Call icon
or the app will end the call
after a few seconds of
inactivity.

To save a contact to
your Favorites list,
touch the Star icon
with the plus.

The Plus symbol
disappears showing that
this Contact is now one
of your Favorites. To
remove it from your
Favorites list, touch the
icon again and the + will
reappear.
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Contacts Subnav –Searching for a Contact
Search for a Contact:

From the Linc MCPTT
main screen, touch the
Contacts icon at the
bottom of the app
screen.

To select a Contact for an
MCPTT call, you can
scroll through your list, or
you can use the search
tool by scrolling up. Click
on the magnifying glass to
open the search.

A keypad opens. Begin
to enter the contact
name and a list of
contacts matching the
letters you enter will
appear. Touch a name
to select them for a call.
Touch the X to close
the Search.
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Making a Call - Group

To make a group call,
scroll through your list of
Groups and long press
the name of the group
you want to talk with.

Press the PTT
button/Target Box to
engage the call. You will
see an orange bar
showing your call is in
progress.

The call will end after a
few seconds inactivity.
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Making a Call – Individual Contact

To make an MCPTT call
to an individual, touch the
Contacts icon at the
bottom of the app screen.

Scroll through your list of
Contacts and long press
the name of the Contact
you want to talk with. That
name will appear in the
“Target Box”.

Press the PTT
button/Target Box on
your screen to start the
call.

You will see the target box
and the contact turned to
orange showing your call is
in progress. Press the “End
Call” icon to end the call or
let the app end the call after
a few seconds of inactivity.
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